Geothermal Panel Webinar

Wednesday 12 December 2018
11:00 – 12:30 CET

Draft Agenda

- **Latest updates on the activities** - *J Urchueguia, Chairman of the Geothermal Panel*
- **Presentation of the H2020 calls WP2019-2020** – calls for proposals on geothermal energy
- **Presentation of Horizon Europe (FP 2021-2027)** - Opportunities for geothermal h&c
- **Feedback from ongoing Geothermal R&D projects:** call to ALL for presenting your project results
- **Presentation and Discussion of the geothermal roadmap implementation: 2014-2018** – which costs reduction and energy efficiency gain in geothermal ?
- **Next activities 2019:** meeting in Offenburg (15th of Feb. 2019) to launch work on an updated SRA for feeding Horizon Europe